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LISTENING – 30 MARKS
PART 1:

Listen to the recording and choose a, b or c. twice. Each question is worth 2 marks (total marks
10)
For listening to the recording go to the following link:
http://www.examenglish.com/PET/pet_listening_test2_part2.htm
IN THE EXAM, YOU WILL LISTEN THE RECORDING TWICE

Example:
0.

Answer Sheet:
PART 1

What type of audio are you listening to?
a TV program
b a monologue
c a dialogue

A

B

C

0

1 The guy’s name is…
a. Alan
b. Adam
c. Brian

6 At ten to eight,
a. Adam’s alarm clock went off.
b. Adam got up.
c. Adam left home.

2-He feels…
a. Stressed
b. Disappointed
c. Tired

7 In the morning, Adam didn’t have time to…
a. wash.
b. have breakfast.
c. buy petrol.
8 Adam borrowed money to buy…
a. a bus ticket.
b. lunch.
c. petrol.

3- Yesterday he had…
a. A good day
b. A bad day
c. A stressing day

9 This evening, Adam will…
a. relax and watch TV.
b. spend time with his family.
c. be very busy.

4 Adam went to bed late because…
a. he was fixing his computer.
b. he didn’t feel tired.
c. his son felt sick.

10. Adam’s son plays…
a. tennis
b. football
c. basket

5 Adam’s son returned to bed at…
a. four o’clock a.m.
b. six o’clock a.m.
c. a quarter to seven a.m.
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PART 2:

Listen to the following phone call where a man has to give some information about him. Answer
the questions or fill in each sentence with information. Each questions is worth 2 marks (Total of
10 marks)
You can write up to a maximum of 5 words per question/ sentence.
For listening to the recording go to the following link:
http://www.examenglish.com/PET/pet_listening_test2_part3.htm
IN THE EXAM, YOU WILL LISTEN THE RECORDING TWICE

Example:
0. What does the man need? Some parts of his car

1- What is the man’s name? ____________
2- What’s his postcode?_________
3- What does he need?__________
4- Where does he live? ____________
5- What’ s the car make? _____________
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READING – 30 MARKS
PART 1:

Read the text and answer the questions by choosing A, B, C or D.
There are ten questions, each worth 2 marks (Total of 20 Marks).

Mark Hamilton: Fitness instructor on a cruise ship1
I thought about working on a ship after I watched
a TV documentary about life on a cruise ship. It
seemed really exciting. At the time I was working
at my local gym. I enjoyed the job, but I’d been
there for a few years, I’d never lived in a different
town and I’d never been abroad. I really liked the
idea of travelling and seeing the world.
I looked on the Internet and found a website with
hundreds of jobs on cruise ships. I applied for a
few jobs but didn’t get any. I then decided to give
up my job in the gym and go on a trip around
Australia. I wanted to get some experience of
travelling. My boss was great and said I could go
back any time, but luckily, when I returned from
my trip, I got the next job I applied for. It was as a
fitness instructor on a cruise ship going to the Caribbean.
Life on a cruise ship is busy, but that’s what makes it exciting. A typical cruise ship has hundreds of
employees from sailors to waiters and hairdressers to tour guides. I love the variety of my work. I teach
aerobics, yoga, and fitness and I’m also a personal trainer in the gym. I work twelve hours a day and have
two days off per cruise for sightseeing, but that’s enough for me. It’s always great to come home, because
I miss my friends and family, but then I love leaving again too.

1- How did a documentary on TV changed his life?
A. He wanted work on a cruise
B. He wanted to become a sailor
C. He wanted to work in a gym
D. He wanted to be a captain
2- At the moment of watching the documentary
A. He was travelling on a cruise
B. He ruled his own gym
C. He worked in a gym
D. He was unemployed
3. What is the writer’s main purpose in writing the text?
A to describe his life on a cruise ship
B to talk about health and fitness
1

http://www.consolacioncaravaca.es/ProgramaBeda/data/docs/PET/PET_READWRITE.pdf
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C to explain why people enjoy going on cruises
D to say how difficult his life

4 What would a reader learn about Mark before he joined the cruise ship?
A He thought his job in the gym was boring.
B He’d always lived in the same place.
C He often travelled abroad.
D He was a very good gym instructor.

5 Why did Mark give up his first job?
A He was offered a job on a cruise ship.
B He wanted to travel for a while.
C He decided to go to the Caribbean.
D He was asked to leave by his boss.
6 What does he find most exciting at work?
A working long hours
B living with hundreds of people
C teaching so many activities
D being away from home
7 Which of the following is the best description of the writer?
A the young man who left home to follow his dream and never returned
B the fitness instructor that gave up work to travel around the world
C The man who never gave up looking for the job he wanted
D The instructor who loves his job but is ready to leave
8 Before going on a cruise
A. He had travelled a lot
B. He had never been abroad
C. He had lived in different cities
D. He didn’t like travelling
9 What was his boss reaction when he knew Mark was leaving?
A. He was upset
B. He offered him to come back at any time
C. He fired Mark
D. He was sad

10. He is also works as a _______
A. waiter
B. personal trainer
C. sailor
D. hairdresser
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PART 2:

The people below all want to go on a day trip.
You can see details of places to visit.
Decide which place would be the most suitable for each person. There are ten
questions, each worth 2 marks (Total of 10 Marks).
1.

Marco studies physics and is interested in anything to do with science. He'd like to visit somewhere to see some
examples of early mechanical engines.

2.

Gemma wants to take her 5-year-old to see some animals. She'd also like to look around some shops to buy
something for her mother's birthday.

3.

Ingrid's eldest daughter is learning about English history and would like to go somewhere to bring this subject to life.
Ingrid is really interested in flowers.

4.

Trevor is an artist and enjoys drawing wildlife. He recently visited a zoo and drew large animals and would like to try
sketching something smaller.

5.

Sarah and her husband would like to spend the day outdoors. They don't like going on rides but are both interested in history
and how people used to live.
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Places to go this summer2
See what's on in the West Midlands this summer:
A: Stratford Butterfly Farm
The biggest butterfly farm in Europe. Whatever the weather come and see these beautiful
creatures as they would live in their natural environment. Walk around a tropical rainforest as
butterflies fly freely around you. See them as they come into the world in the Caterpillar Room.
And don't miss Insect City where you can view huge spiders and our very own scorpion colony!
B: National Sea-Life Centre
You wouldn't expect to bump into a hammerhead shark whilst visiting Brum city centre. But yes,
it's true, The National Sea Life Centre in Birmingham is the only aquarium in the UK where you
can see this creature along with our Sea Dragons from Australia and baby stingrays from the
Amazon. We guarantee an experience you'll never forget.
C: Coventry Transport Museum
Coventry Transport Museum hosts the world's largest transport collection. A day out here will
give you the chance to see some of the earliest motor cars as well as more modern vehicles like
the De Lorean 'back from the future' car. You can also design your own car and experience what
breaking the sound barrier at 763 miles an hour feels like.
D: Warwick Castle
Regarded by many as Britain's greatest Medieval Castle. Visit exhibitions, climb the castle
towers, relax as you walk around the gardens, designed and created in 1753 by Capability
Brown. Experience the preparations for battle in the Kingmaker exhibition or witness a Victorian
Royal Weekend. And if your interest is more in the darker side of the Castle's history visit The
Castle Dungeon.
E: ThinkTank
At Thinktank you will find four floors of hands-on exhibits and historical collections that will
amaze and inspire you, showing you the science of the world all around us from the past, the
present and the future. From galleries and exhibitions to an exciting programme of events and
activities, there is something for everyone to enjoy, whether your interest is steam engines,
looking into deepest space or seeing how doctors perform life-saving surgery.
F: Drayton Manner
One of the UK's most popular attractions. The park is home to some of the scariest rides you'll
find like Stormforce 10 and Apocalypse, which has been voted the UK's most frightening ride.
You'll also find an indoor and outdoor play area and of course, Drayton Manor Zoo with over one
hundred different species, including twelve rare breeds from across the world. .
G: Hatton Country World
If you're keen on seeing unique crafts and craft work side-by-side with antique shops and a
traditional butchers shop, Hatton Country World is the place for you. As well as these wonderful
2

http://www.flo-joe.co.uk/preliminaryenglish/reading/pet_reading_practise_test_part_2.htm
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shops you'll be able to enjoy the Farm Park with many farm animals to help keep the kids
entertained.
H: Black Country Museum
It's been called Britain's friendliest open-air museum. Come to Black Country Museum and
discover an old-fashioned village by the canal. Look around original old-fashioned shops and
houses, see what it's like down a mine and take a ride on a tramcar.H Creation at the
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WRITING – 60 MINUTES- 40 marks
Choose either A or B. Please, mark your option in the answer sheet. Use 150
words

A

You have recently bought a new laptop from a shop called Electroniks. However
your new computer just won´t turn on. Write an e-mail to the manager of the
shop. You must include the following information:

B



What is the problem with the computer



Concrete information on the day you bought it



Suggest a solution to your problem



Any other information you consider relevant

The website rottentomatoes.com is looking for THE BEST MOVIE EVER and has
asked its readers to submit reviews giving their opinion.

Write a review of your favourite movie to send to the website.
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